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FOREWORD
This document, NIJ Standard-0226.00, Miniature Surveillance Recorders, is an equipment standard
developed by the Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (formerly the National Bureau of Standards). It is produced as part of the Technology Assessment Program of the National Institute of Justice. A brief description of the program appears on the inside
front cover.
This standard is a technical document that specifies performance and other requirements equipment
should meet to satisfy the needs of criminal justice agencies for high quality service. Purchasers can use the
test methods described in this standard to determine whether a particular piece of equipment meets the
essential requirements, or they may have the tests conducted on their behalf by a qualified testing laboratory.
Procurement officials may also refer to this standard in their purchasing documents and require that equipment offered for purchase meet the requirements. Compliance with the requirements of the standard may be
attested to by an independent laboratory or guaranteed by the vendor.
Because this NIJ standard is designed as a procurement aid, it is necessarily highly technical. For those
who seek general guidance concerning the selection and application of law enforcement equipment, user
guides have also been published. The guides explain in nontechnical language how to select equipment
capable of the performance required by an agency.
NIJ standards are subjected to continuing review. Technical comments and recommended revisions are
welcome. Please send suggestions to Lester D. Shubin, Director, Science and Technology, National Institute
of Justice, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, DC 20531.
Before citing this or any other NIJ standard in a contract document, users should verify that the most
recent edition of the standard is used. Write to: Chief, Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory, National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899.
Lester D. Shubin
Director, Science and Technology
National Institute of Justice
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NIJ STANDARD
FOR
MINIATURE SURVEILLANCE RECORDERS

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purpose of this document is to establish performance requirements and methods of test for miniature
recording devices and systems for use in undercover surveillance. A system includes the recording device and
its power supply, a separate microphone, and a playback unit. Except for the microphone, all parts of the
miniature surveillance recording system are addressed by this standard. The recording device and playback
unit may be combined or separate. This standard places requirements on the output from the playback unit
only, since this characteristic is most critical to the effectiveness of the system.

2. CLASSIFICATION
For the purpose of this standard, miniature surveillance recorders (MSR)'are classified by general performance level as defined below. The requirements and the probable cost are both higher for type I devices;
however, in many instances a type I1 device may suffice.

2.1

Type I

A miniature surveillance recording system that allows a listener to identify who is speaking in addition to
what is being said. The system should have a frequency response from 200 Hz to 5 kHz, with 315 Hz as the
standard reference frequency.

2.2

Type I1

A miniature surveillance recording system that allows a listener to identify what is being said but not
necessarily who said it. The system should have a frequency response from 400 Hz to 2.5 kHz, with 500 Hz
as the standard reference frequency.

3. DEFINITIONS
The principal terms used in this document are defined in this section. Because the definitions have been
tailored to this standard, they may differ slightly from usage found elsewhere.

3.1

Attack Tlme

The time required for the automatic level control circuitry to reduce the signal recorded on the tape to
within 3 dB of the original value after a sudden 20-dBincrease in the microphone input voltage.

3.2

Automatic Level Control (ALC)

The process by which the output of a device is automatically adjusted in a specific manner as a function
of the input. For this standard, the ALC circuitry acts as a limiter to keep the tape signal level below
saturation at times of very strong input signals.

3.3 Channel
A single electrical signal path in a tape recorder1 reproducer. More than one channel may be present,
each of which is designed to record and reproduce separate information.

3.4 Cllpplng Level
The maximum sine wave signal at the playback output which produces, when viewed on an oscilloscope
connected to the output, no visible signs of clipping, flat-topping or other indication of distortion to the
trained observer. It is specified at the frequency which produces maximum playback output for a given
recorded input.

3.5 Crosstalk Ratlo
The ratio of wanted to unwanted output signal in an output channel when reproducing a tape that has
been recorded with identical information on all channels that are stereophonically unrelated to the channel
being tested.

3.6 Drift
Variations below 1 Hz in the velocity of the tape transport mechanism during recording and
reproducing.

3.7

Dynamlc Range

At standard reference frequency, the difference, in decibels, between the microphane input signal level
that, when recorded on a tape, results in the maximum recorded level, and the microphone input signal level
that, when recorded on a tape, results in an output level which is only 10 dB higher than the weighted output
noise voltage.

3.8

Flutter

An undesired form of frequency modulation introduced into the playback output signal by irrdgular
motion of 'the tape transport mechanism during the recording/reproducing process, at frequencies above
10 Hz.

3.9 Frequency Response
The frequency range over which the playback output voltage does not vary by more than a specified
amount relative to its value at the standard reference frequency.

3.10 Maxlmum Recorded Level (MRL)
The recorded level at standard reference frequency that produces, under standard test conditions, a
playback output at which total harmonic distortion (THD) becomes 5 percent or where THD begins to rise
quickly if always greater than 5 percent. It is expressed in decibels relative to the reference recorded level.

3.1 1 Microphone lnput Sensltivlty
The level, in millivolts, of a sinusoidal signal at the standard reference irquency that, when applied to
the microphone input t e r m . of the recorder under standard test conditions, results in a recording of
reference level or reference recorded level on the tape. Note that a signal level at any frequency can equal the
microphone input sensitivity level.

3.1 2 Mlcrophone Maxlmum lnput
The level of a sinusoidal signal that, when applied at the microphone input terminals of the recorder,
results in a recording at the clipping level.

3.13

Nominal Value

The numerical value of a recorder or system characteristic as specified by the manufacturer.

3.14 Output Level
The playback rms output voltage measured while reproducing the reference recorded level under standard test conditions.

3.1 5 Playback Output
The output terminals or connectors through which electrical signals resulting from playback of a
recorded tape are passed either (1) to a transducer (headphones, speaker, etc.) for direct conversion into
sound, or (2) to another amplifier for eventual conversion into sound. The voltage and current available at the
output and the output impedance will vary depending upon the function for which the output is designed.

3.1 6 Reference Recorded level (RRL)
The recorded level on a test tape used as a reference for other measurements. For the purpose of this
standard, it is defined as the recorded level at standard reference frequency that produces, under standard test
conditions, a playback output at which the third harmonic distortion just becomes 1percent, or at which the
third harmonic distortion just begins to rise quickly if it is always greater than 1percent.

3.1 7 Release Time
The time required for the automatic level control circuitry to increase the signal recorded on the tape to
within 3 dB of the original value after a sudden 20-dBdecrease in the microphone input voltage.

3.1 8 Root-Mean-Square (rms)
The value of an alternating current voltage which is qua1 to the value of the steady direct-current
voltage that would pfoduce the same heating power.8 each were connected to resistors of equal value.

3.1 9 Second Harmonlc .Dlstortlon
For a sinewave frequency, f, it is the ratio, expressed as a percent, of the rms voltage of the signal
component at frequency 2f to the rms voltage of the signal component at frequency f.

3.20 Speed Error
The maximum value of speed deviation expressed as a percentage of the correct speed.

391 Standard Reference Frequency
The frequency used as a reference when specifying the frequency response of a miniature surveillance
recorder. Also the frequency at which many of the recorderireproducer characteristicsare measured.

3.22 Stereo Separation
The ratio of wanted to unwanted signals in an output channel when a single-track recording containing
left-channel information is recorded and subsequently reproduced on left and right channels and when a
single track recording containing right-channel information is recorded and subsequently reproduced on right
and left channels.

3.23 Tape Saturatlon Level (TSL)
The recorded level at standard reference frequency that produces, under standard test conditions, a
playback output at which third harmonic distortion becomes 5 percent (or where third harmonic distortion
equals the total h m o n i c distortion value at the maximum recorded level, if third harmonic distortion is
always greater than 5%), or at which further increase in input level produces a decrease in output level,

whichever is less. It is expressed in decibels relative to the RRL.

3.24

Thlrd Harmonlc Distortion

For a sine wave of frequency f, it is the ratio, expressed as a percent, of the rms voltage of the signal
component at frequency 3f to the rms voltage of the signal component at frequency f.

325 Track
The portion of magnetic tape that contains one channel of information.

3 2 6 Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)
The square root of the sum of the squares of the individual harmonic ratios (see second and third
harmonic distortion) expressed as a percent. All harmonic components whose amplitude is less than 30
percent of the amplitude of the strongest harmonic component (or more than 10 dB in amplitude below the
strongest harmonic) can be ignored.

3.27 Welghted Peak Flutter
Measurement of flutter that is adjusted to account for the fact that the human ear does not detect certain
flutter frequencies as well as others, ie., the weighted flutter measurement device employs a frequency
response similar to the sensitivity of the ear to flutter variations versus the frequency of those variations in
order to give a more useful indication of the subjective effects of flutter than would an unweighted
measurement.

3 2 8 Welghted Signal-to-Nolse Ratio

.

The ratio of the playback output rms voltage, measured while reproducing a tape that was recorded with
an input equal to the microphone input sensitivity, to the weighted rms output noise voltage. The instrument
used to measure the latter incorporates a frequency selective characteristic which discriminates heavily
against low-frequency sounds. This gives an indication closely correlated with the subjective effects of noise
on the intelligibility of an audio signal.

4.
4.1

REQUIREMENTS

General Requlrements

Certain features, although not directly related to performance, murt be incorporated into a miniature
surveillance recorder. Other features are a desirable option. Table 1 is a listing of the various features divided
into recorder and playback unit features. Those in capital letters are required. In addition to the features
shown, the recorder shall have: (1) low susceptibility to detection of its bias oscillator sigqal, and (2)a size
suitable for concealment, ie., dimensions no greater than 13 x 7 x 2.5 cm thick Voicbactivated recording is
NOT a desirable feature.

4.2

Minimum Performance

The miniature surveillance recorder performance shall meet or exceed the requirements for each characteristic as given below and in table 2. Minimum continuous recording time, ie, no interruptions either to turn
over or change tapes, or from voice actuated recording, shall be 2 h for type I and 1.5 h for type I1 devices.

4.3 User lnformatlon
A nominal value for each of the characteristics listed in table 2 shall be included in the information
supplied to the user by the manufacturer or distributor. The manufacturer or distributor shall also recommend
the type and length of tape to be used for recording, and shall spec@ the speed (if more than one is available)
at which the recordings should be made in order to meet the minimum recording time specification plus all
other specifications listed in table 2. The manufacturer or distributor shall also .specify:(1)whether or not the
recorder utilizes automatic level control and, if so, the approximate input voltage range in decibels over

*

which it operates; and (2) whether or not the recorder utilizes a noise-reduction system and, if so, information
on how to achieve maximum benefit from the system with least degradation in other parameters. In addition,
the manufacturer shall provide:
a. a microphone input sensitivity rating, a microphone maximum input rating, and the microphone
input impedance.
b. the range of temperatures over which the equipment is designed to be operated.
c. nominal operating voltages.
d. size and number of batteries required.
e. current drain in both record and playback modes for battery-operated portions of the equipment.
f. playback output impedance, output level, and output load impedance.
g. information on the care and maintenance of the system.
h. a statement indicating that the MSR conforms to this standard.
TABLE
1. Mhiamm lance wader-f
(Thmc in CAPS are r e q h d Others rur a d&ub& @h)
Recorder
LOCKING REMOTE MICROPHONE JACKS
HEADPHONE OR MONITOR OUTPUT
READILY AVAILABLE BA'ITERIES
TAMPER PROOF SWITCHING
RECORD INDICATOR
NO AUDIBLE SOUNDS FROM TAPE TRANSPORT MECHANISM
Two record sptbds
Locking remote control startlstopjack, with option to disable stop function
Battery check
Stereo recording
Acccpu readily available audio cassette tapes

. .

Playback Unit
LONG LIFE POWER SOURCE (AT LEAST 10 TIMES LONGER
.
EITHER INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL
TAPE COUNTER OR POSM'ION INDICATOR OF.SOME TYPE
*PHONE
OUTPUT
Remote pause control

4.4

THAN RECORDER BATTERY SERVICE LIFE),

Performance at Environmental Extremes

The ability of the recorder to operate in the environmental extremes specified in this section shall be
determined using the procedures described in section 5.8. In acceptance testing, it is suggested that these tests
be performed before conducting the other tests. Otherwise, the environmental tests may be deferred until the
other tests are completed.
4.4.1

Temperature Stablllty

Low temperature tests of the recorder shall be conducted at 5 OC (41 O F ) or the lowest temperature at
which the manufacturer states that the equipment will operate properly, whichever is lower, a d high temperature tests of the recorder shall be conducted at 45 "C(113 O F ) or the highest temperature at which the
manufacturer states that the equipment will operate properly, whichever is higher.
When tested in accordance with section 5.8.1 at the low and high temperatures defined above, the MSR
performance for those characteristics footnoted in table 2 shall not fall outside the limits specified in table 2.
4.4.2

Humldlty Stablllty

The recorder shall be tested at a temperature of 40 OC (104 O F ) and at least 90 percent relative humidity.
When tested in accordance with section 5.8.2 at the temperature and humidity d e w above, the MSR
performance for those characteristics footnoted in table 2 shall not fall outside the limits specified in table 2.
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The minimum requircmmt for thew charactm3tic.s also applies at the environmental extremes specified in section 4.4. The test
procedura are in section 5.8. -

4 5 Electronic Characterlstlcs
The MSR electronic characteristics specified in this section shall be measured in accordance with the
general requirements of sections 5.1 through 5.4 and the specific procedures in section 5.5. Table 2 includes
a listing of the test section that provides instructions for the determination of each characteristic.
Measurement of certain MSR characteristics for which there are no specific requirements is also necessary. These characteristics must be determined (independently of information supplied by the manufacturer)
prior to measuring MSR performance in other areas. Sections 55.1 through 5.5.4 describe these measurement
procedures. These characteristics are included in table 2, but with no specific requirement.
4.5.1

Frequency Response

When each channel is tested in accordance with section 5.5.6, the change in playback output voItage
with frequency shall not exceed 3 dB with respect to its value at the standard reference frequency over a
frequency range from 200 Hz to 5 kHz for type I and 400 Hz to 2.5 kHz for type I1 devices. For devices with
an optional noise reduction system, this requirement shall be met with the system both on and off.

When each channel is tested in accordance with section 5.5.7, the weighted signal-to-noise ratio at the
playback output at both the standard reference frequency and 1 kHz shall exceed 60 dB for type I and 40 dB
for type I1 devices. For devices with an optional noise reduction system, this requirement shall be met only
when the system is on.

-

4.53

Total Harmonlc Dlstortlon

When each channel is tested in accordance with section 5.5.8, the THD measured at the playback output,
for an input equal to the microphone input sensitivity, shall not exceed 3 percent for type I devices at either
the standard reference frquency or at 1kHz. For type I1 devices, the THD shall not exceed 8 percent at the
standard reference frquency or 6 percent at 1kHz. For devices with an optional noise reduction system, this
requirement shall be met with the system both on and oft.
4.5.4

Dynamlc Range ..

When each channel is tested in accordance with section 5.5.9, the dynamic range, measured at the
standard reference frequency, shall exceed 70 dB for type I and 40 dB for type I1 devices. For devices with
an optional noise reduction system, this requirement shall be met only when the system is o n
4 6 6 Crosstalk

When tested in accordance with section 5.5.10, the crosstalk ratio between stereophonically unrelated
tracks, measured at standard reference frquency, 1kHz, and 3.15 kHz shall be at least 50 dB for type I and
at least 45 dB for type I1 devices.
46.8

Stereo Separatlon

When tested in accordance with section 5.5.11, the stereo separation of a stereo recorderlreproducer
measured at standard reference frquency, 1kHz, and 3.15 kHz, shall be at least 50 dB for type I and at least
30 dB for type I1 devices.
46.7 Automatic Level Control Attack and Release Tlmes

For those recorderlreproducersutilizing ALC, the attack and release times, when each channel is tested
individually in accordance with section 5.5.12, shall not exceed 50 and 500 ms, respectively, for type I devices
and not exceed 100 ms and 1s, respectively, for type II devices.

4.6

Tape Transport Characterlstlcs

The MSR tape transport characteristicsspecified in this section shall be measured in accordance with the
general requirements of sections 5.1 through 5.4 and the specific procedures in section 5.6. Table 2 includes
a listing of the test section that provides instructions for the determination of each characteristic.
4.6.1

Welghted Peak Flutter

When tested in accordance with section 5.6.1, the weighted peak flutter of the recorderlreproducershall
not exceed 0.5 percent for type I and 1.5 percent for type I1 devices.
4.6.2

Speed Error

When tested in accordance with section 5.6.2, the speed error of the recorderlreproducer shall not
exceed .+0.5 percent for type I and a 1.5 percent for type I1 devices.

When tested in accordance with section 5.6.3, the drift of the recorderlreproducershall not exceed 0.5
percent for type I and 2 percent for type I1 devices.

4.7

Battery Service Llfe

When tested in accordance with section 5.7, the service life of the recorder battery or batteries shall be
sufficiently long to provide a recording time equal to at least twice the minimum required by section 4.2, ie.,
4 h for type I and 3 h for type I1 devices, without a degradation in MSR performance.

5. TEST METHODS
All test procedures involve (1) magnetic recording of a test tape (sec. 5.3) using the recorder portion of
the MSR system under test, and (2) playing back this recorded tape on the playback portion of the same
system. It is preferable that the tape fist be recorded, then rewound and subsequently reproduced. On a
system with separate recording and reproducing heads, and if the latter are in contact with the tape at all
times, it shall be acceptable to reproduce the tape immediately after recording (without intermediate rewinding) providing this practice produces similar measurement results. For testing at environmental extremts, step
(1) above is done with the recorder in an environmental chamber.
If the playback portion of the system has more than one set of output terminals (sec. 3,15), the test
measurements may be performed at the most convenient terminals, except for the frequency response test
(sec. 5.5.6) which shall be repeated at all playback output terminals.

Standard Test Condition8

5.1

Allow all measurement equipment to warm up until it has achieved sufficient stability to perform the
tests without adding errors due to caliiration drift. Check the calibration of all equipment after warm-up and
prior to testing. Recheck calibration at the conclusion of the measurements to verify that no drift has occurred that would affect the accuracy of the results. U n l a otherwise specified, perform all measurements
under the following standard test conditions.
5.1 .I Standard Temperature

Standard ambient temperature shall be between 18 and 28 ' C (64 and 82 OF).
5.12 Standard Rehthr. Humldlty

Standard ambient relative humidity shall be between 20 and 70 percent,
5.1.3

.

.

Standard Supply Voltages

J.1.3.1 Rawder Supply Vdtage
Unl&.otherwise specified, recordings should be made using either (1) fresh batteries of the size and type
spe&ied by the mannfacturer(use abbe cells if battery type is not spedied)),or (2) an electronic dc power
supply. If an electronic power supply is used, it shall be adjusted to between plus zero and minus two percent
of the specified nominal battery voltage. If batteries are used, they should be checked before each series of
tests by subjecting them to the nominal current drain' of the equipment under test. If the battery voltage drops
to a value more than 15 percent below its nominal value, repeat portions of the last test with fresh batteries
installed to see if significant changes in results occur. Exceptions to this rule are noted in the test procedures.

5.1.3.2 P S a y W Unit Sup& Vdtage
For a playback unit powered by batteries, the spccificaticnu are identical to those d the preceding
secti01~For a playback unit powered by ac line voltage or offering a choice between line voltage and battery
power, the unit shall be supplied with line voltage between 115 and 120 V rms at a frequency of 60 Hz 2 0.5
percent as measured over a 10-s average.
5.1 A Standard Reference Frequency

The standard reference frequency shall be 315 Hz for type I a d 500 Hz for type 11devices.
5.1 b Standard Load Impedance

Each playback output terminal at which measurements are being made shall be terminated with a load as
specified by the manufacturer. All equipment connected to this terminal must have an input impedance at
least two orders of magnitude greater than the specified load impedance. If m load impedance is specifled by
1

K nomid cumnt is not specified,we r value of 150 mA.

the manufacturer, use the values described below.
a For each playback output whose primary function is to deliver signal voltage to a subsequent device,
use a load consisting of a 10 kf2 2 5 percent resistor in parallel with a 1000 pF 2 5 percent capacitor.
b. For each playback output whose primary function is to deliver signal power to a loudspeaker, use a
load of 8 f'l making sure the reactive component does not exceed 10 percent at any frquency up to
five times the highest test frequency, and that it can dissipate the full output from the channel while
maintaining the load resistance within 1percent of the rated value.
c. For each playback output whose primary function is to deliver signal power to a headset, use a load
of 50 a.
5.1.6

Standard Sour-

Impedance

The source impedance of equipment connected to the microphone input terminals shall be between 50
and 100 fl resistive.
5.1.7 Standard Recorder Control Settlngs

All recorder control settings shall be made before a test recording begins. If adjustment is required
during the test, the complete test recording must be repeated using the new control setting. If the recorder is
capable of voice-activated recording, this feature shall be disabled prior to testing. If the recorder provides a
choice of record input sensitivity ranges, the highest sensitivity range shall be used. If the recorder provides
a choice of tape speeds, the recorder shall be tested at each speed which results in a recording time that
exceeds the minimum required (sec. 4.2). Since the length of the tape being recorded also affects recording
time, sa section 5.3 for test tape selection and recording information.
5.1.7.1 Microphone Inpu! Rea~rdingLevel Control

If a microphone input recording level control is provided, it shall be set at maximum gain or at the detent
position producing maximum gain if such a detent position is provided.
5.1.7.2 Bias and Equalhath Contd

.

.

User-accessible controls whose primary function is the adjustment of bias and/or equalization shall be set
in accordance with the recorder manufacturer's recommendation for the tape formulation in use.
5.1.8

Standard Playback Control Settlngs

All playback control settings shall be made before playback and subsequent data taking begins. If adjustment is required during the test, playback and data taking must be repeated.

If an output level control is provided and a detent or preferred setting indicated, the control shall be set
to the detent or preferred position. If no detent or indication of preferred setting is provided, the output level
control shall be set to maximum provided that such setting does not cause the output electronics to clip at a
recorded level corresponding to tape saturation (sec. 5.5.3). If the maximum setting of the output level control
causes the output electronics to clip at a recorded level corresponding to tape saturation, the output level
control shall be reduced to a setting that does not result in clipping. The playback output level control shall
not be reduced by more than two-thirds of its range, however. Use the resulting position as the standard
setting, even if this amount of adjustment still does not provide a tape saturation level signal that is free from
clipping, and note the deficiency.
If a maximum or detent position of the output level control setting is not used, provision must be made
so that a specific intermediate control position can be repeated. This shall be done by reproducing a tape
which is recorded with the reference level (sec. 5.5.2) and measuring the.nns output voltage resulting from
the output level control in its new position. To repeat the intermediate control position, replay the reference
level tape and adjust the output level control until the rms output voltage equals the value measured
previously.

5.1.8.2 Oulpur Balance C m d

If an output balance control is provided, it shall be set to the normal position as indicated by markings.

All controls whose primary function is the adjustment of frequency response shall be switched out, if
possible, or shall be set for the flattest possible frequency response.
5.1.8.4 Azimuth Alignhem Cmrd

User-accessible controls whose primary function is the adjustment of azimuth alignment shall be set in
accordance with the recorder manu€acturer's recommendation. If no recommendations are given, adjust the
control for maximum playback output while reproducing a tape recorded with a 3.15-kHz sine wave, e.g., the
tape transport test tape descriied in section 5.6.
5.1.8.5 T a p S

' Contrd

User-accessiblecontrols whose primary function is the vernier adjustment of tape speed shall be set to
the normal position as indicated by markings.
5.1.9

Nolse Reduction or Compresslon/Expanslon Control Settlngs

Unless otherwise stated, all measurements shall be made with noise reduction or cornpressionlexpansion
control setting in both the on and off positions. If more than one on position is provided, follow the manufacturers instructions for selecting a position which results in the least degradation to other parameters such as
distortion or frequency response. If no instructions are given or the choice is left up to the user, select
maximum noise reduction or maximum compression/expansion positions.'All tests with noise reduction or
compression1 expansion activated shall then be performed at this position.
If the position of the controls does not affect the recording process (a condition certain to occur if the
controls are located on a separate playback unit), a single recording can be made and playback output
measurements obtained with the controls first in one position and then the other.
If the c o k o l position does affect the recording process, two recordings must' be made, first with the
comols in one position for both recording and reproducing and then in the other position for both recording
and reproducing. Separate tapes are not necessary; however, test personnel must note what position the
controls are in for a particular section of tape.
5.1 .I0 Mkrophone Simulators

The manufacturer of a recorderlreproducer may intentionally roll-off or enhance portions of the frequency response of the device to counterbalance a non-flat response from the microphone, particularly if a
specific microphone is suggested for use with the MSR This same manufacturer may then furnish a microphone simulator or interface which serves to electronically duplicate the response of the microphone. The
output of the simulator is plugged into the microphone input terminals of the recorder and the test signals are
fed to the simulator input terminals. This simulator may require input voltages that are higher than those
required when using the direct microphone input in order to produce the same recorded level on the tape.
If a microphone simulator is furnished, it shall be used only when determining the frequency response for
the recorder/reproducers. Do not use it for other measurements. The simulator input voltage needed to
produce reference recorded level on the tape may be determined using the test setup of figure 1. Do not rely
on the manufacturers specification. First, it is necessary to determine recorder microphone input sensitivity
(sec. 5.5.2). Then connect the simulator as shown in the test setup, with its output loaded by the recorder
microphone input. Place the recorder in the record mode. Apply standard reference frequency to the simulator input terminals and adjust the sine-wave generator output voltage, Vl,until the simulator output voltage,
V?,equals the microphone input sensitivity of the recorder. V1measwad after this adjustment is the simulator
input voltage necessary to produce reference recorded level on the tape and can be referred to as the
simulator microphone input sensitivity.
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5 9 Test Equipment
The test quipment discussed in this section is that equipment which is the most critical in making the
measurements required by this standard. AU other test quipment shall be of comparable quality. Each piece
of test quipment shall have been calibrated with accuracy traceable to a recognized standard.
59.1

Audlofrequency Sine-Wave Generator

The audiofrequency generator shall have a frequency range of at least 125 Hz to 10 ItHz with an output
impedance of 50 fl. Frequency stability over a 3-h period shall be 2 0.1 percent or better and total harmonic
distortion shall be 20.1 percent or less. The generator output voltag~shallbe adjustable over a range from
at least 1 mV to 3 V rms. A low value of 0.1 mV rms is preferable but this can be obtained with an external
attenuator if necessary. The variation in output amplitude with frequency shall not exceed k0.1 dB with
respect to its value at 1000 Hz, over the frquency range stated above.
59.2

'

Freqwncy Counter

. The frquency counter shall be capable of measuring frequencies between 125 Hz and 10 ItHz with at
least five-digit resolution (foui-digit resolution is acceptable below 300 Hz) and have a'maximum error of
k 0.01 percent.

Gate time shall be adjustable up to at least 10 s and sensitivity shall be adjustable down to at
least 10 mV rms for a sine wave. Note that if a frequency counter is not incorporated into the sine-wave
generator (sec. 5.2.1), two counters of the type just described may be needed.
59.3 Trw rms Voltmeters

Two voltmeters of the type described below are required. The voltmeter shall provide a true rms
measure of ac voltages from 50 pV to 10 V over a frequency range of 40 Hz to 10 kHz. It shall have a crest
factor of at least 3 to 1 and provide 1-yr accuracy of at least: (1) k 2 percent for voltages above 50 mV,
(2) k 4 percent for voltages between 300 pV and 50 mV, and (3) +. 10 percent for voltages between 50 and
300 pV. Its input impedance shall be at least 100 kfl. Note that if an rms voltmeter with the capabilities just
described is incorporated into the sine-wave generator (sec. 5.2.1), only one additional voltmeter may be
required.
59.4 A-Welghted NoIseMeasurement Device

The A-weighted noise-measurement device shall be a true rms voltmeter (scc. 5.23) which incorporates
the frquency selective characteristics of a sound-level meter, A-scale, in accordance with ANSI Standard
S1.4 [I].' The frequency selective network shall have unity gain at 1000 Hz, be down 10 dB at 220 Hz and
down 20 dB at 94 Hz. Reference is made to IEC Publication 651 [Z].
52.5

Spectrum Analyur

The spectrum analyzer shall have a frequency range from at least 50 Hz to 20 kHz with an input
impedance of at least 1 Mi2 and a variable persistence storage display. It shall be able to resolve signals that

'

are 100 Hz apart at 60 dB below the the maximum signal amplitude. It shall provide both linear and logarithmic (log) displays in the vertical mode. The vertical log display shall have at least two selectable sensitivities,
one of which is 10 dB per division and the other of which is either 1or 2 dB per division. The range of the
10 dB-per-division display shall be at least 80 dB. The analyzer shall accept full-scale inputs between 0.1 mV
and 10 V rms. The relative accuracy of the 10 dB-perdivision log display over the frequency range given
above shall be 2 1 dB or better. The amplitude reference level of the display shall be capable of being
calibrated for an absolute accuracy of 21dB on the 10 dB-perdivision log scale and 2 3 percent on the linear
scale.

The oscilloscope shall have a variable persistence storage display and a frequency range from dc to at
least 20 kHz. It shall have an input impedance of at least 1 Ma and an input sensitivity variable between at
least 5 mV and 5 V per division The display shall be capable of being triggered by abrupt changes in input
voltage level. The sweep time calibration shall be accurate to within 2 percent between sweep tima of 1 ms
and 0.5 s per division.
59.7

Flutter Meter

The flutter meter shall have the characteristics of a weighted peak flutter meter in accordance with
ANSI Standard S4.3 (31.Reference is made to IEC Publication 386 [4].
59.8 Attenuator

The attenuator shall have 50 0 input and output impedances and a frequency range from dc to at least 50
Wz, with an insertion loss less than 0.1 dB over that range. It shall be capable of at least 60dB attenuation
in 1-dBsteps. Steps from 1 to 10 dB shall be accurate to at least 2 0.1 dB. Any U M B steps shall be accurate
to + 0.2 dB and 30-dB s t e p to +0.3 dB.

.

The environmental chamber or chambers shall be capable of providing air temperaturesover a range of
at least 5 to 45 "C (41 to 113 O F ) and relative humidities up to at least 90 percent at 40 "C (104OF). During
tests, the item under test shall be shielded'fromair currents flowing directly from heating or cooling elements
in the chamber. The temperatu~eof the test item shall be measured by an instrument that is separatefrom the
sensor used to control the chamber air temperature. Likewise, humidity shall be measured with a hygrometer
that is separate from the sensor used to control humidity.

5 3 Test Tapes
The tests shall be made using new tape of the type and length recommended by the recorder manufacturer. If a choice of recorder speed is offered, the tapes shall be recorded at the slowest available speed, unless
otherwise indicated by the manufacturer. The choice of tape length and recorder speed must produce a
recording time in excess of the minimum requirement. There shall be no recording over erasures. The length
and type of tape used and the recorder speed should be noted for each test.
Standard t a t tapes, recorded at a known level and frequency, are often used to check the characteristics
of open reel and standard size cassette recorders/reproducen. These taps are generally not available in the
format used by most miniature surveillance recorders, however. For this standard, the test tapes are produced
by recording a signal of known quantity,as specified in the test-procedures, using the recorder portion of the
unit under test. The tape is then rewound and measurements made of the reproduction. The reference
recorded level for the tape must be determined experimentally as d e s c r i i in section 5.5.2.
If possible, all recordings designed to test the electronics portion of the MSR device at a given environment. condition should be contined to a singIe unit of tape (microcassette,reel, etc.). Use a second test tape
to test the tape transport characteristics(sec. 5.6), and a third similar test tape for the battery service life test
(sec. 5.7). Three tape units will thus be recorded for each environmerIta1condition.

5.4

Test Sequence

Perform tests 5.5.1 and 553 tint. Then perform tests 5 5 3 through 55.6 at standard temperature and
humidity in the order specified. The other tests may then be performed in any sequence desired. If acceptance

tests are being conducted, it is suggested that the environmental tests (sec. 5.8) might be conducted before
tests at ambient temperatures.

Electronic Tests

5.5

See section 5.3 for information on recorder speed and on the type and length of tape to use.

5.5.1

Prellrnlnary Test for Output Cllpplng

The purpose of this measurement is to reduce the possibility that repeat tests will be required due to
clipping at the playback output terminals. Both recorder and playback control settings must remain fked
throughout certain of the electronic tests. If output clipping occurs before tape saturation is reached, the
output level control must be reduced and prior measurements repeated.
The tape that will be used for the electronic tests shall be recorded with both the standard reference
frequency and a frequency of 1kHz, one after the other, at an input level 10 dB higher than the microphone
input sensitivity specified by the MSR manufacturer for the type of tape being used. If the microphone input
sensitivity is not specified, proceed to section 5.5.2. If more than one input channel is present, the recording
shall be made simultaneously on all channels.
If output clipping is evident on any channel when reproducing the above recorded tape, the playback
output level control for that channel must be reduced as noted in section 5.1.8.1 and shall remain in that
position for subsequent tests.
5.5.2

Reference Recorded Level, Microphone Input Senslttvhy, and Output Level Determlnatlon

If microphone input sensitivity is specified by the manufacturer, the reference recorded level (RRL) may
be determined by reproducing a tape that has been recorded with the speci6ed voltage applied at the microphone input terminals and measuring the playback output voltage. The measqements described in this section
provide the required independent determination of RRL, microphone input sensitivity, and output level,
together with information necessary to determine weighted signal-to-noise ratio and harmonic distortion.
Refer to figure 2 for a block diagram of the test setup. If the standard output level control position has
been m d e d by the measurements of section 5.5.1, place it in the correct position. Any noise reduction or
comprasion/expansion system.utilized by the MSR must be in the on position during the determination of the
RRL and related microphone input sensitivity. If more than one on position is provided, follow the procedure
in section 5.1.9. If more than one input channel is provided, make a separate recording for each channel.
Complete one channel before starting the second, however, as information gained from the Grst channel will
simplify the procedure for the second channel.
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Load the tape (sec. 5.3) that will be used for the electronic tests into the recorder. Then apply the
standard reference frequency to the microphone input terminals of the recorder at a convenient voltage V1,
which is between 50 and 60 dB lower than the microphone input sensitivity specified by the manufacturer for

type I devices, and between 30 and 40 dB lower for type I1 devices. If microphone sensitivity is not specified,
apply 0.1 mV rms for either type of device. Record this signal for a sufficient length of time to allow
measurement at the playback output, when the tape is reproduced, of (1) rms voltage, V2, (2) second harmonic distortion, (3)third harmonic distortion, and (4) total harmonic distortion3Increase the microphone
input voltage in steps of 10 dB until 3 dB below the specified microphone input sensitivity level, and then in
steps of 3 dB until 12 dB above the specified microphone input sensitivity, recording the signal as specified
above at each input level. If microphone input sensitivity is not specified, increase the initial 0.1 mV rms input
in 10 dB steps up to a 10 mV rms input.
Rewind and play back the recorded tape, measuring (at the playback output) the (1) rms voltage, V2, (2)
second harmonic distortion, (3) third harmonic distortion, and (4) total harmonic distortion for each input.
Plot items (1) and (3) vs. input voltage and determine the RRL as dehned in section 3.16. The rms output
voltage that is measured while reproducing the RRL under standard test conditions.is designated as the
output level for the playback unit. The microphone input voltage that produced this output is dehed as the
microphone input sensitivity.
The input voltages designated above may not be sufticient in number to properly determine the RRL,
particularly if no microphone input sensitivity level has been specified by the manufacturer, but the resulting
plot will indicate what additional microphone input voltages may need to be recorded and reproduced. If
output clipping is evident on any channel when reproducing the above recorded tape, the output level control
for that channel may have to be reduced and the playback measurements of this section repeated. Change in
the output level control will be necessary if clipping occurs before the tape saturation level is reached. See
section 5.5.3.

.

5.5.3 Maxlmum Recorded Level, Tape Saturation Level, and Microphone Maxlmum Input
Determlnatlona

.

The measurements described in this test procedure are an exteasion of those in section 5.5.2. In addition
to determining maximum recorded level (MRL), tape saturation level (TSL), and microphone maximum
input, they also provide a portion of the information necessary to determine dynamic range (sec. 5.5.9).
Sufficient information may already have been obtained from the measurements of section 552 to determine the MRL and TSL as dehaed in section 3. If not, use the same test setup (fig. 2) and apply the standard
reference frequency to the microphone input terminals of the recorder at a level qual to the microphone
input sensitivity as determined in section 5.52. Change this level in steps of 2 dB until 14 dB above the
aforemeitioned input voltage; recording each signal for a sufticient length of time to allow measurement at
the playback output, when the tape is reproduced, of nns voltage plus second, third, and total harmonic
distortion. Any noise reduction or compression/expansion system must be set as specified in section 5.5.2.
Make a separate recording for each channel if more than one channel is provided.
Rewind and play back the recorded tape, measuring rms voltage plus second, third, and total harmonic
distortion at the playback output. Plot third harmonic distortion and total harmonic distortion vs. input
voltage. Determine the MRL and TSL. The microphone input voltage which produces TSL is the microphone maximum input. If output clipping is evident on any channel before the tape saturation level is reached,
the output level control for that channel must be reduced as noted in section 5.1.8.1 and the playback
measurements of this section repeated.
SSA Cllpplng Level Determlnatlon

No clipping level specification is required if the TSL can be reached without reducing the playback
output level control from its maximum or detent position as d c s c r i i in section 5.1.8.1. If this is not possible
and output clipping has been noted for one of the previously recorded tapes, reproduce the tape over the area
where clipping occurred. Since the clipping level is a function of the output electronics, adjust the playback
output level control to provide the maximum sinewave signal which, when viewed on an oscilloscope
connected to the playback output terminals, shows no visible signs of clipping, flat-topping or other indications of distortion to the trained observer. The rms output voltage under this condition is the clipping level.

'Use the spectrum analyza to determine harmonic distortion by compuing the t u n d ~ r r amplitude
l
to the amplitude of each
harmonic on a relative bash. The percentage distortion for each harmonic is the level of the hlrmonic divided by the level of the
fundamental multiplied by 100. Total harmonic distortion is the square root of the sum of the individual percentagu. Harmonics more
than 10 dB below the largest harmonic can b e disregarded.

-

5.5.5

A-Welghted Output Nolse Voltage Measurement

This measurement provides information used in determining the signal-to-noise ratio of the MSR. Refer
to figure 3 for a block diagram of the test setup. Record a section of tape with bias applied to the recording
head and with the recorder microphone input terminated in a source impedance of 100 fl r 10 percent
resistive. If more than one input channel is provided, make a separate recording for each channel. Rewind and
play back the recorded tape. With the output level control in the same position as in section 5.5.2, measure the
playback rms output voltage with an A-weighted noise measurement device (sec. 5.2.4). If a noise reduction
or compression/expansion system is provided, make the measurements with the system both on and off.
To smooth out random short-term variations in the rms output noise voltage, take an average reading
over an approximate 10-s interval. If the measuring instrument cannot do this, a similar result can be achieved
by observing a minimum and a maximum over an approximate 10-9period and recording the average of these
readings.
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5.5.6

Frequency Response Test

This test is a measurement of playback output voltage vs. frequency obtained by reproducing a tape that
has been recorded with different frequencies at a constant microphone input voltage. If the recorder/reproducer has more than one channel, make the measurement for each channel, with the frequency response
determined by the results for the least uniform channel. The test signal may be applied to all channels
simultaneously. If the recorderlreproducer incorporates a noise reduction or compressionlexpansionsystem,
make the measurements with the system both on and off (sec. 5.1.9). If the reproducer has more than one set
of playback output terminals, make the measurements at each output.
Refer to figure 2 for a block diagram of the test setup. Set the signal generator to a frequency of 125 Hz
and apply a signal which is 20 dB less than the microphone input sensitivity as determined in section 5.5.2.
Measure this voltage with voltmeter Vl.Record this signal for a sufficient length of time to allow measurement of the playback output rms voltage when the tape is reproduced. Repeat this procedure for all of the
frequencies listed in table 3 up to and including the frequency at which the output voltage is at least 10 dB less
than its value at the standard reference frequency. This upper. frquency is likely to be 6.3 or 8.0 kHz for type
I and 4 kHz for type I1 devices. Rewind and play back the recorded tape. Observe the playback output signal
on the oscilloscope and measure the rms voltage, V?,at each frquency. Do this first for one channel and then

the next, if necessary. The output level control must remain in the same position for all measurements on one
channel. Plot output amplitude vs. frequency. If there is more than one set of playback output terminals,
repeat the rewind, playback and measurement of the recorded tape, as described above, at each set of output
terminals.
Repeat the above procedure using a microphone input signal, VI,qual in amplitude to the microphone
input sensiti--ity. This time, measure total harmonic distortion (THD) at the output in addition to the rms
output voltage. Save the THD results for use in section 5.5.8. If output clipping should occur upon playback
for any frequency, reduce the output level control sufficiently so that there are no signs of clipping when
viewing the signal on0the oscilloscope. Then replay the recorded tape and make all measurements with the
new output level control setting.
5.5.7

Welghted SlgnaMo-Nolse Ratlo Test

Weighted signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio is specified for two different frequencies, one being the standard
reference frequency and the other being 1kHz. If more than one channel is provided, calculate the weighted
SIN ratio for each channel, with the lowest values obtained at each frequency being the values sought. If the
MSR system under test incorporates optional noise reduction or cornpressionlexpansion, determine the
weighted SIN ratio with the option on (sec. 5.1.9).
To obtain the SIN ratio at reference frequency, divide the playback output rmsvoltage measured while
reproducing a tape recorded with an input equal to the microphone input sensitivity (sec. 5.5.2) by the rms
output noise voltage measured under the same standard test conditions (see. 5.5.5).
Use a similar procedure to obtain the SIN ratio at 1kHz. The playback output rms voltage at 1 kHz
(resulting from reproducing a tape recorded with an input equal to the microphone input sensitivity) was
measured during the Erequency response tests of section 5.5.6. This value cannot be used directly, however,
because the output level control may have been in a different position than it was when the output noise
voltage was measured. Instead, from the measurements of section 5.5.6, determine the difference in decibels
between the playback output rms voltage at reference frequency and at 1kHz. If the value at 1kHz is higher,
add the difference in decibels to the SIN ratio at reference frequency to obtain the SIN ratio at 1 kHz.
Subtract the difference if the value at 1 kHz is lower.
5.5.8 Total Harmonfc Dfstortlon Test

Measure total harmonic distortion (THD) at the RRL for the standard reference frequency and 1kHz. If
more than one channel is provided, measure the THD for each channel, with the highest values obtained at
each frequency being the values sought. If the MSR system incorporates optional noise reduction or compressionlexpansion, the THD shall be determined both with the option on and off, with the highest values
obtained again being the values sought.
Both the standard reference frequency and 1-kHz THD values were determined during the measurements of frequency response at the RRL (sec. 5.5.6) with the microphone input voltage equal to the microphone input sensitivity. The standard reference frequency THD was also determined (sec. 55.2) for the
condition where any noise reduction or compressionlexpansion system is in the on position'
53.9

Dynamk Range Test

If more than one channel is provided, calculate the dynamic range (sec. 3.7) for each channel with the
lowest value obtained being the value sought. For those MSR systems that utilize an optional noise reduction
or cornpressionlexpansion system, determine the dynamic range with the option o n
The input level that produces the MRL was determined previously (sec. 5.5.3). The input level that
produces a playback output 10 dB higher than the weighted noise voltage may be determined by extending
the plot of playback output rms voltage vs. recorded rms input voltage (sec. 5.5.2). Enough points must be
available in the lower linear position of the plot ta allow extrapolation down to an input voltage that produces
an output only 10 dB larger than the weighted output noise level.
reput messurementofthe same section of tape with the noise reduction a compnssioal+on
system off will provide intormation needed for this condition, provided that the recording process is not a f f d by whetha the system is on or o& Sa section 5.1.9
for further information. If the recording process is affected, a separate recording of the reference level (sec. 5.5.2) must be made with the
noise reduction or compr~on/expansionsystem turned o& Rewind and reproduoc thir section of taps to obtain the intonnation
needed.
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5.5.10

Crosstalk Test

Using the test setup of figure 2, and with any optional noise-reduction or compression/expansionsystem
activated, set the signal generator to provide a voltage, V1, equal to the microphone input sensitivity at the
standard reference frequency. Record this signal, as specified below, for a sufficient length of time to allow
measurement of output voltage, V,,, for all tracks. Repeat this procedure for 1 and 3.15 IrHz.
For the monophonic format with two tracks, ie., side A and side B, record the tape on side A and then
reproduce side A, measuring the output voltage. Turn over the tape unit to reproduce side B, and again
measure the output voltage. The ratio of the voltage measured when reproducing side A to the voltage
measured when reproducing side B, in decibels, is the crosstalk at that frequency.
A two-track stereo format (two channels of information recorded in a single direction only) does not
need to be rated for crosstalk. For the stereo format with four tracks (two stereophonically-related channels
of information recorded in each of two directions), record the tape on side A and then reproduce side A.
Measure the voltage at the left and right output terminals separately. Turn over the tape unit and reproduce
side B. Measure the voltage at the left and right output terminals separately. Calculate the ratios, in decibels,
of the left-channel voltage measured when reproducing side A to the left- and rightchannel voltages measured when reproducing side B for each frequency. Then calculate the ratios, in decibels, of the right-channel
voltage measured when reproducing side A to the left- and right-channel voltages measured when reproducing side B for each frequency. The least of the four ratios calculated at each frequency is the value sought.
It is recommended that a spectrum or wave analyzer be used to measure the output voltage when
reproducing side B to ensure accuracy of measurement in the presence of noise.
5.5.1 1 Stereo Separatlon Test

Using the test setup of figure 2, adjust the sine-wave input signal level so that measurement accuracy is
not affected by either tape saturation or noise at the frequency in use. Once set, the input signal level must
remain constant for all tests. Record two sections of tape for each pair of stereo channels. Bias must be applied
to each channel and the control settings must be the same.
First, terminate the right-channel microphone input in 100 f l and apply the signal to the leftchannel
microphone input only, making a recording at the standard reference frequency, at 1 kHz and at 3.15 kHz.
Designate this ,section of tape the left-track test tape. Next, terminate the leftchannel microphone input in
100 f l and apply signal to the right-channel microphone input only, making a recor'ding at the same three
frequencies. Designate this section of tape the right-track test tape.
Rewind the tapes. For each stereo-separation measurement, reproduce the left track test tape, and measure the left- and right-channel output levels separately. Reproduce the right-track test tape, and measure the
left- and right-channel output levels separately. Compute the ratio, in decibelq of the left-channeloutput level
when the left-track test tape is reproduced to the left-channel output level when the right-track test tape is
reproduced for each frequency. Compute the ratio, in decibelq of the right-channel output level when the
right-track test tape is reproduced to the right-channel output level when the left-tracktest tape is reproduced
for each frquency. The lesser of the two ratios calculated at each frquency is the value sought.
If the recorder/reproducer is designed to record and reproduce more than one pair of stereo channels,
measure the separation for each stereo pair. The separation at each frquency is the least of the ratios
calculated at that frequency.
It is recommended that a spectrum or wave analyzer be used to measure unwanted signal level to ensure
the accuracy of measurement in the presence of noise.
5.5.12

Automatlc Level Control Attack and Release Tlmes Test

Connect the test equipment as shown in figure 4. From the plot of playback output voltage vs. microphone input voltage (see sec. S.S.2), determine the range of input voltages over which the automatic level
control (ALC)operates, ie., the input voltage range over which the output voltage changes very little.
Adjust the signal generator to supply the standard reference frquency at a voltage, Vl,equal to the microphone input sensitivity, and set the attenuator for 20 dB. Start recording this voltage. Do not stop recording
until the instructions so indicate. After approximately 1 min, change the attenuator to produce 0-dB attenuation. (Allchanges in attenuation must occur instantaneously, ie., if two or more switches are required to
accomplish the indicated change, they must be switched at the same instant.) After approximately another
minute, change the attenuation back to 20 dB. (As noted above, the input signal is being continuously
recorded during the changes in its amplitude.)
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If the range of input voltage over which the ALC operates extends to at least 30 dB below the microphone input sensitivity, continue with the instructions in this paragraph. If not, skip to the next paragraph.
While still recording, switch the attenuator to 40dB attenuation and then back to 20dB attenuation, leaving
the attenuator at each position for approximately 1min.
Stop the recording and rewind the tape to the location where the recording began. Reproduce the
recorded portion on the playback unit. Set the oscilloscope for a stored display and adjust it to trigger on
either an abrupt positive or negative change in recorded amplitude, depending upon what section of the tape
.is being reproduced. For each change, measure the time required for the recorded amplitude to return to
within 3.dB of its value before the change.
Taken in the order recorded, the first and fourth changes produce a sudden increase in recorded voltage
and the measured time is the ALC attack time. The second and third changes produce a sudden decrease in
recorded voltage and the measured time is the ALC release time. The largest value measured for each is the
value sought. Note that the third and fourth changes are present only if the input voltage range over which
the ALC operates extends to at least 30 dB below the microphone input sensitivity.

5.6 Tape Transport Tests
Record two identical test tapes as described below. Use the first for all tape transport tests, and the
second for the battery service life test (sec. 5.7). See section 5.3 for information on recorder speed and on the
type and length of tape to use.
Install fully-charged batteries of the type specified by the manufacturer into the recorder. Using the test
setup of figure 5, record a constant frequency signal of either 3 or 3.15 kHz over the complete length of the
test tape in one direction (e.g., over the total length of side A if the tape unit is a microcassette) at an input
voltage equal to'the microphone input sensitivity. Record the signal over the complete width of the tape in
that direction (e.g., if side A has room for two channels, record the signal on both channels). Ensure that the
signal from the generator does not vary in frequency more than 2 0.1 percent during the recording process.
Designate the tape so recorded as the tape transport test tape. Following this, record a second tape of the
same type and length using the same procedures as above. Do not replace the recorder batteries. Use the same
batteries that were installed before the hrst recording began Designate this tape as the battery service life test
tape. Then proceed with the following tests.
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5.6.1

,

Welghted Peak Flutter Test

Rewind and then reproduce the tape transport test tape (sec. 5.6) on the playback portion of the MSR
device. Measure the weighted peak flutter with a device fulfilling the requirements of section 5.2.7 and
connected as shown in figure 5.
Each measurement of flutter shall commence no sooner than 10 or later than 20 s after the initiation of
motion. Continue each measurement for a period of 60 + 5 s. The maximum value of flutter observed in this
period shall be the flutter measurement except that shortduration maxima that occur no more than twice in
the measurement period shall be omitted.
Make flutter measurements at three points on the tape corresponding approximately to the following
conditions:
a Full supply reel, empty take-up reel.
b. Empty supply reel, full takeup reel.
c. Tape equally disposed between the reels.
.
Rewind the tape,and plit the recorder/reproducer into the reproduce mode. In like manner, make flutter
measurements at the beginning, middle, and end of tape and tabulate the data Repeat the rewind/reproduce/
measurement cycle a third time, and tabulate the data. Calculate the arithmetic average of the three flutter
measurements made at the beginning of the tape. In like manner, calculate the average flutter at the middle of
the tape and at the end of the tape. The largest of the flutter averages is the value sought.
5.6.2 Speed Error Test

Measure speed error by rewinding and then reproducing the tape transport test tape (sec. 5.6) on the
playback portion of the MSR device, measuring the frequency of the signal at the playback output. In terms
of frequency, speed error is given by:
Speed Error in Percent = (fa- &)If,x 100
where
f. is the measured frequency
f, is the correct frequency.

Measure the frequency with the frequency counter (sec. 5.2.2), using a 10-9gate to improve the accuracy
of measurement.
The measurement of speed error shall commence no sooner than 20 or later than 30 s after the leading
edge of the magnetic tape has passed the playback head. The measurement period shall be no less than 10 or
greater than 30 s. The average frequency during the measurement period shall be used in the computation of
speed error. Measure speed error every 5 2 1 mi.until the complete tape has been reproduced. If the
equipment is available, speed (or frequency) may be displayed as a function of time on a strip chart recorder.
The largest of the values measured is the value sought.

5.6.3

Drlft Test

Drift is determined by calculating the maximum algebraic difference between the speed errors, measured
in section 5.6.2, and expressing the result as a percentage of the correct speed.
Drift in Percent = (S,,

-S,,,,

)IS, x 100

where
S, is the measured speed
S, is the correct speed.

5.7

Battery Service Life Test

If the playback unit requires batteries for power, place fully-charged batteries in the unit. Rewind the
battery service life test tape (sec. 5.6) until approximately one-half of the tape length is on the supply reel.
Repeat each of the tape transport tests (secs. 5.6.1,5.6.2, and 5.6.3) on the last half of the battery service life
test tape and record the measured values. Compare the values obtained with the minimum requirements
specified in section 4.6.

5.8

. .

Environmental Tests

Conduct the environmental tests by placing the recorder portion of the system (or the complete system
if the recorder and the playback unit are not separable) in an environmental chamber while recording the test
tapes. For recorders that do not include a remote startlstop feature, perform the recording in the environmental chamber non-stop with all changes of input made as quickly as possible. Keep an accurate record of time
vs. type of input so that, upon playback, the various portions of the recorded tape can be located relative to
the beginning of the tape.
Modify the test procedures of sections 5.5.2 and 5.6 for the environmental tests as follows. For section
5.5.2, there is no need to determine either reference recorded level or microphone input sensitivity again. Use
the values determined during ambient temperature tests. Record the test tape with an input equal to the
microphone input sensitivity at the standard reference frequency (sec. 5.5.2). Record this signal for a sufficient
length of time to allow measurement at the playback output, when the tape is reproduced, of (1) rms voltage,
(2) second harmonic distortion, (3) third harmonic distortion, and (4) total harmonic distortion. For section
5.6, record only the tape transport test tape.
5.8.1

Temperature Test

Install fullycharged batteries and load a new unrecorded tape into the recorder. Place the recorder, with
the tape transport stopped, in an environmental chamber which has reached equilibrium at the required low
temperature 2 2 OC ( 2 3.6 OF). After 30 min in the chamber, put the recorder in the record mode. After 5 min
in the record mode, begin recording the test tape in accordance with the procedures of sections 5.5.2 (as
modified in sec. 5.8 above), 5.5.3,5.5.5, and 5.5.6. Remove the recorded tape from the chamber and install a
second new unrecorded tape plus a new set of fully-charged batteries into the recorder. After 30 min in the
chamber with the tape transport stopped, put the recorder in the record mode. After 5 min in the record
mode, begin recording the test tape in accordance with the procedures of section 5.6 (as modified in sec. 5.8
above). Remove the recorder and the playback unit (if it was in the chamber) from the chamber. After at least
60 min at standard temperature and humidity, rewind and begin playback of the recorded tapes. Follow the
appropriate procedures of sections 5.8,5.5.2 through 5.5.9, and 5.6 through 5.6.2 to determine performance of
the MSR.
Repeat this procedure with the environmental chamber set to within 2 2 OC (23.6 OF) of the required
high temperature.
5.82

Humldlty Test

Install fullycharged batteries and load a new unrecorded tape into the redorder. Place the recorder, with
the tape transport stopped, in an environmental chamber which has reached equilibrium at a relative humidity
equal to or greater than that required and a temperature within 2 2 "C (23.6 O F ) of that required. After at
least 8 h in the chamber, put the recorder in the record mode. After 5 min in the record mode, begin
recording the test tape in accordance with the procedures of sections 5.5.2 (as modified in sec. 5.8 above),

5.5.3,5.5.5 and 5.5.6. Then remove the recorded tape from the chamber and install a second new unrecorded
tape plus a new set of fully-charged batteries into the recorder. After 30 min in the chamber with the tape
transport stopped, put the recorder in the record mode. After 5 min in the record mode, begin recording the
test tape in accordance with the procedures of section 5.6 (as modified in sec. 5.8 above). Remove the
recorder and the playback unit (if it was in the chamber) from the chamber. After at least 2 h at standard
temperature and humidity, rewind and begin playback of the recorded tapes. Follow the appropriate procedures of sections 5.8, 5.5.2 through 5.5.9, and 5.6 through 5.6.2 to determine performance of the MSR.
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